MAC-MAG
Macromolecnles are very large molecules about
10 000 times or more as heavy as ordinary small,
molecules like hydrogen    Most are built up
from a large number of simple sub units  i e
are polymers (« v )    The term macromolecule
is often used In biology eg starch and cellulose
are biological macromolecules both built from
glucose sub unite    Other important ones are
proteins and nucleic acids    The properties of
macrornoleeules depend on the sub units of
which they are composed
Madder one of the most important of dye stuffs
largeiy used in producing Turkey red dye but
now superseded by synthetic alizarin    Natural
madder is the root of the Rvtna, tinctorum,
Madrier a term in military engineering for a beam
used to support the earth m a mine or fortifica
tion or to receive the mouth of a petard
Maelstrom a great whirlpool. The most famous is
that off the coast of Norway between the islands
of MosfcenSs and Mosken of the Lofoten group
the i)o*\er of which has been much exaggerated
Mafla a secret Sicilian society formed for purposes
of exploitation intimidation and violence
prominent about 1860 and since the second world
ww It was not until 1962 tnat the Italian
Parliament decided to set up a commission to
study it and the means of eradicating it
One of the unsolved Mafia murders (that of
the Socialist municipal councillor Carmelo
Battaglia in I960) was reopened in 1969 by the
parliamentary commission of inquiry The
American branch of the Mafla the Cosa Nostra
has infiltrated many city governments by
bribing officials
Magellan Clouds of the name given to a pair of
BTOftii galaxies satellite systems of our own
galaxy visible only from the southern hemi
sphere On account of their relative nearness to
the earth (Ibfa 000 light years) they are re
ceivtng much attention from astronomers
Magenta a blue red uuline dye discovered m 1859
by Sir W H Perkin and named after the great
battle of that year between the French and
Austnans
Magic    Sec JS9
Magistrates or Justices of the Peace preside over
courts of petty sessions and are appointed by
the Lord Chancellor on the recommendation ot
the Lord Lieutenant of the County Most J P s
are laymen and are unpaid In certain big
towns a legally qualified paid full time rnagis
trate is appointed known as a stipendiary
magistrate In London stipendiaries are known
as Metropolitan Stipendiary Magistrates J P s
are no longer appointed over the age of 60 and
they must retire when they reach 70 There
are now arrangements for the training of magis
trates. By the Justices of the Peace Act 1968
ex offiKo J P s are abolished except for the Lord
Mayor and aldermen of the City of London. See
D43 6,6
Magma molten rock material rich to volatile
constituents prior to its eruption at the surface
On eruption and loss of volatiles it becomes lava
Magna Carta was sealed by Kmg John at JJunny
mede on June 15 1215 in obedience to the
insistent demands of the barons and has
been confirmed many times by later monarchs
It was not a revolutionary document It laid
down what the barons took to be the recognised
and fundamental principles for the government
of the realm and bound king and barons alike
to maintain them Its main provisions were
that no man should be punished without fair
trial that ancient liberties generally should be
preserved and that no demands should be
made by an overlord to his vassal (other than
those recognised) without the sanction of tin
great council of the realm
Magnesium, a metallic element symbol Mg first
isolated m 1808 by Sir Humphry Davy who
prepared It by electrolysing the chloride Its
chief ores are magnegite and dolomite In
dnstrially it is obtained by electrolysis Many
important light alloys contain magnesium
The metal burns with a very bright light and
for this reason it Is used in photographers flash
bulbs and also in firework manufacture.
Magnetic Pole Either one of two regions of a
magnet where the attraction appears concen
Storms   large irregular disturbances
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superimposed upon the normal magnetic field
of the earth They may occur at any time
but are most frequent during equinoctial
months and in years of sunspot maxima
World wide m extent magnetic storms are
most pronounced m the polar regions being
due apparently to intense electric currents
located in the upper atmosphere near to the
zones of greatest auroral frequency One
theory attributes the high lonisation of these
belts to solar radiation Magnetic atorms
cause radio fade outs and interfere with
telegraphic communication
Magnetism originally the name given to the
quality of attraction for iron possessed by lode
stone (q v} Now known to be a phenomenon
inseparably connected with electricity (F18)
Strong magnetic attraction is possessed by a
comparatively small class of substances iron
nickel and cobalt are the most common
elements but there are several less well known
eg gadolinium Many alloys have valuable
magnetic properties which make possible
numberless technical devices New magnetic
substances are always being developed (<tee
Fernte) The earth acts like a huge magnet
with its axis inclined at about 11 to the axis of
rotation the magnetic poles being on the
Boothia Peninsula (North Canada) and South
Victoria Land (Antarctica) The magnetic field
at the surface consists of the regular field of a
magnetised sphere with an irregular field super
imposed upon it "Variation in the magnetic
forces occurs from place to place and from tune
to time and maps showing the distribution
over the globe of points of the came declination
de the angle which tie magnetic meridian
makes with the geographical one) are of the ut
most importance in navigation In the south
east of the British Isles at present a magnetic
needle points 9° and in the north west 14" west
of true north Little la known regarding the
origin of the mam (regular) field of the earth
but it is believed that the irregularities are due
to toe presence of intense electric currents in
the upper atmospheres and local magnetisation
of rock strata In 1967 the discovery was
claimed of isolated magnetic poles i e north
and south magnetic poles existing separated
just as positive and negative electrical charges
exist separately If this is confirmed it will
probably rank as one of the most important
experimental results of the 20th cent because
of its significance for the theory of electromag
netlsm and fundamental particles
Magnetohydro dynamics. A current carrying wire
always experiences a force if it is In a magnetic
field This is the well known electrodynamic
force and electric motors work because of it
If the current is earned in a fluid e a a liquid
metal or a plasma these forces cause bodily
movements of the fluid which are m general
very difficult to calculate The forces are then
called maanetohyiro dynamic forces Now mag
netic fields are themselves produced by electric
currents so a current flowing in a fluid pro
duces a magnetic field which then reacts on the
fluid itself by means of the magnetohydro
dynamic forces In the Harwell machine Zeta
used in studying the technical problems of
thermonuclear reactions this effect acts so as
to constrict the electee discharge on to the axis
of the tube and thus keeps it away from the
walls This action is assisted by an extra mag
netic fleld produced by a separate current flow
ing to metallic conductors outside the tube
Thus the hot plasma ia contained by magneto
hydro dynamic forces and not at all by the
material tube wall In practical devices of the
future magnetic fences may have to sustain
plasma pressures of 60 atmospheres—a pressure
for which a thick steel wall would normally be
used! See also Plasma Physics
Magnificat, the hymn of the Virgin Mary given in
Luke 1 46 beginning in the Vulgate with the
words     Magnificat  anima mea Dominum
( My soul doth magnify the Lord ) and used
in the services of all Christian Churches
Magnitude in astronomy is a measure of the ap
parent brightness of a star which is inversely
proportional to the square of its distance A
low number indicates a bright star and a high
one a faint star The absolute magnitude is a

